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Effect of a Static Magnetic Field

on Optical Rotatory Dispersion

Yuji KATO*
(Received May 28, 1984)

The expression for the optical retatory dispersion of optically active isotropic

systems in the presence of a static magnetic field is studied on the basis of the
classical theory of harmonic oscillators. A magnetic optical rotatory dispersion term

and a product of dispersion terms for the magnetic optical activity (the Faraclay
effect) and the natural optical activity are obtained as the effects of the static mag‑

netic field. An equation similar to the Becquerel formula also is derived by use of
the oscillator model.

1. I"troductieR
A number of theoretical investigations of natural optical activityi) and tke

Faraday effect2,3) have been made by using various methods. Since these two
phenomena are similar, they can be discussed from the same theoretical point of
view. 3)

In classical treatmeRts of the harmonic oscillator model, the index of refrac‑

tion and the Faraday rotation for optically inactive substances are explained iR
terms of famiiiar expressions for optical dispersion.4･5) For optical!y active sub‑
staRces oBe needs to introdttce a perturbing force giving rise to the natural optical
activity into the equation of motion for the oscillator in the classicai theory.5,6)

The force is iRduced by the electromagnetic field ef incident iight and is defined
with a rotatory parameter.
In tke present paper, the optlcal rotatory dispersion of optically active sub‑
stances in the presence of a statlc magnetic field is studied on the basis of the
classical theory of dispersion usiRg a non‑interacting osciiiator model. The effect

of the external magnetic field on the natural optical rotation is derived and the
reiatioR7) between the optical rotation and tl{e index of refrac￡ion in the absence
of external magnetic field is discussed.
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2. FoyllnulatSoma
A system consisting of isotropically‑bound charged particles is under consid‑

eration. As a model of an optically active molecule we adopt a charged harmon‑
ic osciliator, which receives the force that gives rise to the natural optical
activity in the presence of electromagnetic field of incident iight. The calculatioR
is made in a similar fashion to the classical theory of dispersion for the index of
refraction and the Faraday effect.4T6)

In order to study the effect of a static uniform magnetic fielcl on the natural
optical rotatory dispersion, we assume a perturbing force which gives rise to the
natural optical rotation in the system and is iinearty proportional to rotE where
E is the oscillating electric field strength of the electromagnetic field. 5･6) We take

tlte origin of our frame of reference at the equilibrium position of the charged
particle. The equation of motion of the charged particle with mass m and electric
charge e in the presence o'f a statlc uniform magnetic field of strength iYo and an
electromagnetic field of strength E is of the followiRg. form:
m ditsc, :== ‑mtoo2Ju ‑‑ mr ddXt ‑e 2egb rotE ‑e‑‑‑ec‑‑dd‑Xt‑x ,itb + eE, (o

where x is the displacernent from the equilibrium position, wo the natural vibya‑
tional angutlar frequeRcy of the oscillator, gb a rotatory parameter for the natural

optical activity and c is the light velocity in the vacuum, and here we introduce

a damping force with damping constant r linearly proportional to the velocity of
the particle. The fourth term on the right‑hand side of Eq. (1) gives theLorentz
force acting on the particle in the static magnetic field of strength ffb, where the

magnitude of ffe is much greater than the amplitude of the magnetic field strength
ff of the electromagnetic field. The last term of Eq. (1) represents the force due
to the electromagnetic fielcl. The force due to the magnetic field of strength ff is

here neglected because of the magnitude of the order of ‑g‑ gXt lEi( dd; <c),
where E is the electric field strength of the electrornagnetic field. The electric
field due to the polarizatioR o'f the other particles iR the system is also neglected,

that is, the non‑interacting particles are to be under consideration.

If the electric field strength E o'f an electromagnetic wave is periodic and

glven by

E= Eo exp[ica (t‑‑lt;s･r)], (2)
the steady state solution to Eq. (1) has the fo}lowin.cr form wXh the same fre‑
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queRcy a):

x== xoeiWt, (3)
where ce is the angular frequency o'f the incident lig'ht, s the unit vector in ￡he

dii'ection of propagation of the iight and n is tke index of refraction for the
system of non‑interacting isotropic oscillators. Substitution of the forms given in
Eqs. (2) and (3) into Eq. (1) yields

‑mtu2x = ‑mtoo2x ‑ mri(ox + 2e gb(‑itu‑lt; s × E)

‑l‑ EZ‑ ituxx "o+eE. (4)
c
Let us consider a !inearly polarized light propagating in the 2 directioR through

the system and a static magnetic field of strengtk "o pointing in the direction
of z axis; that is, both the directions of the propagating light and the static

magnetic field are the same along the z axis. Then, Eq. (4) becomes the set of
simultaneous equations
(too2 ‑ (o2 ‑F irw)x ‑ 2ifc ictiyHb =;Itiiz (Ex ‑l‑ i 2{l}(ti nEy)

(oo2 ‑ tu2 + irto)y+ mec i(oxHe =:StT(Ey ‑i 2{?ca nEx) , (s)

e
(wo2 ‑ cti2 + irto)z =wwEz

m

where x, y, 2 ancl E., Ey, Ez are the orthogonal components of x and E, re‑
spectively.

Equation (5) can be solved by making use of the complex combinations of
these components, which are de'fined by

6± =:xIiy (6>
ancl

E±=Ex "m' iEy, (7)
where tke upper (lower) sign coyresponds to the propagation along z of the left
(right) circularly polarized light. One may obtain new equations for 8± by use of
Eq. (5) and find out their solutions given by
g+:=: 7en .,, nv i,+‑i‑ .211tllndW2:L + ir) E. I

1 rm 2gbcv n

g"r ==m too2ec
‑ to2 + to (2toL + ir) E‑ , (8)

el{‑ w(ir) Ez
Z ==m tuo2 ‑ ca2
where tuL is the Larmor frequency, i.e.,

tuL =

eHb
2mc

. <9>

If there are non‑interacting localized particles in the system, one obtains
easily the electric polarization and the tensor of complex dielectric constant. Let

N be the number of particles per unit volume. If there is no polarization in the
absence of the electromagnetic wave, the polarization P is related to 6+, 6‑, z

and the ortkogonal componeRts of P are expressed as

p. ‑ Alex ‑ glve(g. ÷ c‑H)
p. =4‑ AJey == ‑iAie (g‑. ‑ eH) '

i (10)

P, = Nez
Let

Pi ‑‑Zcri,･ a･ (i, ]' ‑‑ x, y, 2), (n)
j
where (criti) is the polarizabiiity teRsor. Then, tke dielectric constant tensor is given

by

8ij' == 6ii'+4zctii' (i, 7' m‑ x, N, z), (12)
where Sij･ is the Kronecker o" symbol. Thus, the dielectric constant teRsor is found
to be

r8xx Exy Ol

(EiJ')=t‑8xy Exx Ol, (13a)
L o o Ezz‑l
where
a)o2 ‑ ct)2 + irft) + 2fll?CO n.2a)Lco )
Exx= 1 ‑l‑ (Vp2 ((tiQ2 ‑ (D2 + i?t(D)2 ‑ 4(oi.2(v2 1
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E2z rmww1+1 (Op2rmcao2‑(v2 rmy. ir(v (13b)
2gbca
n. ((oo2 ‑ (k)2 ‑Y ir(e) + 2cvL(ti
8xy = ictip2 C
(("e2 ‑ a)2 + ir(ij)2 ‑ 4(vL2a)2

with

cap2 .,. 4rcATig2, (14)
m
wp being plasma 'frequency.
Expressions for the relation between the index of refraction aRd the dielectric

constant are given by Maxwell's equations expressed in terms of E as4)

ilYiE:.2ik(s;.Ei;z?)fi‑nvO‑ol, (is)

where use has been made of Eqs. <2) and <13a) and the linearly polarized light
propagating in the z direction is under consideratlon. The set of homogeneous
equations (15) has solutions only if

11±2xExxiiExy, (16)
and the corresponding solutions to tke equations are Ey!E. == Ti and Ez == O.
Equation (16) with the upper signs corresponds to the left and that with the lower
to the right circularly polarized light.

At frequencles where there is llttle absorption, one may obtaln equatins for
n± by substituting Eq. (13b) iRto Eq. (16) as

Ji+

i2±2 :F 2n± {foc(in) too2‑ Qtu)2PilE 2(tiLco nv (i + (tio2 ‑ (vgPiii 2a}L(o )= O) (i7)

where use lias been made of r== O. Tlien, the two indlces of refracSion become
(tio2 ‑ (Da2}pl+ 2ceLw A (‑?Fonv2(l:P2("2gny‑bc;‑(V2(tiL(v )2

n±=‑

2 gbw
enp

+ e.

(18)

ve (Do2 ‑ cti2 F 2(vL(!}

The rotational angle di of the plane of polarization per unit path length is
represented in terms of the difference n‑‑n. beeween the indices

of refraction of

the riglit and the left circulariy polarized light as

9==c 2' (19)

, to nH‑n÷

where the sense of the rotation is defined so that positive di corresponds to
counterclockwise rotation as seen by an observer against the z direction.

For the low magnetic intensity Hb, we consider the exp･ression ￠ containing
the terms up to the first order in ffb. With the assumption

eHe
mc to

<

(20)

coo2 ‑ (o2
,

one obtains the relation
1
1
(Do2 ‑ (v2 F 2tuL(o ‑ tuo2

for ip,

it

In order to have the expression

(ti2(1 ± (oil2(t>liiQ)a)2+''')'

define the following

ls convement to

l･

quantltles:

G =･:=‑‑

(21)

gbo
c

(22)

9. =9 l 2L
wheye

From Eqs.

(18)

n+ 1

2

2

("o2 ‑ to2

L=

(DL("

}

(23>

one can obtain the quantlty
top2

1

･nill‑( g‑
1

t[Vi‑‑

) ‑i‑ (tep2G)2 ･

9.
tu,' 2

9m

9.2

( tub2‑G
‑i‑

S(gl‑, 1
i +('

)2.Vi+

(s!?)P

)

top2a

9.
nv

cap2G '

1

(.i‑. j")'

2

S[Vi.

gP2
tu

+( wp2G )2.Vi+ togPi +(
9m

mto,2G ･ 1

2

tup2G

9.

(6‑

)2]

n‑ + n.

<24)

2

and the mean n o'￡ n. and n‑

n‑

)2]

n‑ ‑

9==

6.)･

(25)
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As far as one investigates the external magnetic field effect up to the first order

t(g(t(

in Hb on ip, the following approximation may be admitted:
1

9‑

6.)‑

‑‑

l

9‑
1

9‑2

1

9
gi .)s¥H 2L

‑2 i2) fts‑
+

(26)

92
4L
93

This means that the numeietor of the first term on the rlght‑hand side of Eq.
(24> is linearly proportional to H6, so that its denomiRator can be replaced by n

no((t)) =‑ n("en) = o) = Vi ‑t‑ ̀"s?'2 +( tup2G

)2.

in the abseiice of llb, leading to the following equation:
(27)

9

By taking into accoLmt Eqs. (19), (24), (26) and (27) one can write the ex‑
pression for ip as follows:

￠‑

eHb tep2
2mc cno(to)

a)p2

(ti2

((oo2 ‑ to2)2

gt

ellb
‑ 2mc gb2

(ti2

c2 (tie2 ‑ w2

2rop4 co 'i
c3no((v> ((Do2 ‑ (ti2)3'

(28)

where use has been made of Eqs. (22) and (23). The firstand the second term on
the rigltt‑hand side of Eq. (28) show the magnetic and the natural optical rotatory

dispersion, respectively, and the parameter gb corresponds to the rotational
strength. The third term gives rise to the effect of interference betweeR the

magnetic and tke natural optical activity, and this term may be rewritten in
the form
iptmnd

ofl' e

a)p2

2mc cno(oo) <too2 ‑

(tip2

(ti2

(ti2)2. go

C2

(ti2

cao2 ww to2'2egb.

(29>

This expression is composed of a product of dispersion terms due to the magnetic
and the natural optical activity.

Since the first term on the right‑hand side of Eq. (28> gives the dispersion
of the Faraday effect, one can study the Faraday effect in optically actlve sub‑
stances and the relation between the magnetic and the nattiral optical activity.

Let us consider a system which is weakly optically active, namely for which
gbRfo. In the low freq"eRcy region ctio2‑c"2> 4nAlig2 (O gb, the index n,<(v) of

171

c

refraction ln the absence of .l!lb in Eq. (27) may be approximated to

n,((D) :"+ "i'{;2 [i+ ‑;l‑ :lil̀i?P2i)li, G2] (3o)

This formuia contains the zeroth and the second order term in gb. Furthermore,
outside the absorption region, that is, if tu,2 ‑ to2> 4ZAie2 , the mean index n,(ca)

m
of refraction reduces to

no(ev) = 1 i‑

2rr Are2 1

m M̀ tuo2 nv tu2' (31)

and is independent of gb. As for the rotational angle under these conditions, the
rotational angle ip will be given by a linear combination of the rnagnetic and the
natural optical roeatory power as

4TiVe2 ca2
ipF ==eH,
2mc1 cn,(ca)
vn (te,2‑to2)2 (32)
and

1 4rrAJe2 ,v2

￠N=‑gb c2 m to,2.bl2' (33)
because ￠F is due to the zeroth order in gb aRd ojN due to the first order. Then,
let･us consider only the terms up to the first order in gb, and with the assump‑
tioR that no(to) is nearly unity, combination of Eqs. (31), (32) and (33) leads to

dio Ono(w) 2tu2
O=diF+￠N := an 2mc2 to o. ‑gb c, [no(to)‑1], (34)
where no(w) =1 in Eq. (32) has been used. We have here obtained an expression
similar to the one originated by Becquerel,7) the latter of which gives the relation

between the optical rotatory power of weakly optically active substances in the
presence of an external static magnetic field and the index of refraction in the
absence of external magnetic field.

3. Summary and Piscussion
We have studied the optical rotatory dispersion of optically active substances
in the presence of an external static magnetic field on the basis of the classical

theory on the Faraday effect by use of the non‑interacting harmonic oscillator
rnodel. As the effect of the static magnetlc field on the optical rotatory power,

we have obtained an expression contalnlng a term for the magnetic optical rota‑
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tory dispersion (i.e., the dispersion due to the Faraday effect) and a dispersion

term of product of the magnetic and the Ratural rotatory dispersion. The former
term specified by Eq. (32) is nearly independent of the naturai optical activity in

substances, whereas tke iatter given by Eq. (29) is reiated closely to it, and is
derived from the third term ln the square root in Eq. (18).

4rtIVb2 tu

Under the condition too2 ‑ to2> gb, the second term in the [] brackets

mc

ln Eq. (30) may be Regiected, so that no(ca)'s in the first and the third term oR
the right‑hand side of Eq. (28) have no gb. Therefore, one may have the rotational
angle ￠ consisting of the first term without gb, the second term wieh gb and the

third term with gb2 in Eq. (28). Consequently, the rotational angle due to the
lnterference of the magneeic and the natural optical activity ltas been giveR only
by the last term in Eq. (28).

This term, as shown by Eq. <29), is expressed in terms of a product of the
dispersion formulae for the magnetic and the natural optical activity, but is of
the second order in gb. The magnetic optical rotation is governecl only by prop‑

erties of substances, whereas the natural optical rotation is governed by both
properties of substances and the electromagnetic fielcl of the light applied to sub‑
stances. For these reasons the rotationa} angle ip' given by Eq. (29) appears. Since
the naturai optical rotation is caused by the first order spatial dispersion ln the

wave nttmber q of light and the magnetic optical rotation by the zeroth order in
q,3) one may have a conclusion that the rotation ￠' specified by Eq. <29) is caused
by the second order in q of light.

4rcIVe2
and witlt up to the first

Furthermore, under the condition too2 ‑ to2 >

m

order term of gb undey consideration, the relation between the rotational angle ip
and the index no<w) of refraction in the absence of static magnetic fieid has been

derlved in the form of Eq. (34). This equation is in ciose connection with the
Becquerel formula. The last term ipN ln Eq. (34>, however, retains the parameter
gb for natural optical activity, since no(tu) has not the first order term of gb but
only the zeroth order one.
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